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CAMPUS

VOTE OR DIE ?
THE 2004
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION IS
OVER, BUT
THE POLITICAL
PROCESS
CONTINUES.
THIS IS
THE POINT
JOURNALISTS
AND POLITICAL
ADVISORS WOULD LIKE TO
DRIVE HOME IN A FORUM ON
WEDNESDAY. PAGE 2

METRO
THE WRITI NGS'
ON THE WALL
GRAFFITI IS A GROWING
PROBLEM IN THE DISTRICT.
FIND OUT WHAT D.C. OFFICIALS ARE DOING TO COMBAT THIS PROBLEM. PAGE 4

SPORTS
WINNING BREEDS
CONFIDENCE

University to Open Middle 1School
BY AYESHA RASCOE
Campus Editor

Next fall, Howard University "will be
welcoming not only the class of 2009, but
also the class of 2019.
Plans have been announced to open
the Howard University Middle School of
Mathematics and Science [(MS)2], a public
charter school in 2005. The school, which
will focus on math and science, will accept
up to 120 6"' graders from the District of
Columbia for the 2005-2006 school year.
The middle school is first the element
of the university's Interdisciplinary Science
and Engineering Center, to be developed.
According to Strategic Framework
1\vo, this center will eventually include the
National Human Genome Research Center,
the Colleges of Engineering, Architecture,
and Computer Sciences, the pure science
departments, as well as interdisciplinary
academic centers.
Vice Provost Franklin Chambers said
he is excited about the university's new
venture because it will aid the youth of D.C.
and the Howard community in general.
"The middle school project is a bold
initiative of HU and I'm excited that the
president and the board of trustees had
both the vision and the courage to seize the
wonderful opportunity for all involved,"

BY CHRISTINA M. WRIGHT
Asst. Campus Editor

As a freshman from Chicago

As a part of the university's Strategic Framework for Action II, Howard will be
opening a public charter middle school in 2005.

Chambers said.
In addition, Chambers believes that
opening the school is a natural extension of
Howard's motto of "providing leadership
for America and the global community."
"The university has demonstrated for
over 138 years we have the ability to train
and prepare the world's best, so the middle
school is a logical progression," Chambers

said.
"The university benefits by preparing
more African-Americans in math and science, which ultimately increases the pipeline to higher education. The community
benefits from the excellence in teaching
and leadership that the University will provide on a consistE'nt basis."

STARBUCKSCLOSEDUNEX~ECTEDLY

AFTER WINNING THEIR LAST
HOME GAME, THE LADY
BISON ARE MORE THAN
CONFIDENT GOING INTO
THIS YEAR'S MEAC TOURNAMENT. WITH EXPERIENCE OF
THEI R SENIORS, THE LADY
BISON ARE NOW HOPING TO
WIN IT ALL. PAGE 8
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LIFE&STYLE

FAUX FASHION
FASHION HAS
ALWAYS BEEN
BIG BUSINESS.AND
WHENEVER
THERE IS
A MARKET,
THERE IS
ALSO A BLACK
MARKET. FIND
OUT HOW
KNOCKOFF
ARTISTS
TRANSFORM $5,000 RED
CARPET MASTERPIECES
INTO $250 STORE SHELF
.Ml.R8.CLES. PA.GE9
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Honor Society Sets High Standards

MARCH12
SECOND DEFERRED
TUITION PAYMENT DUE

BY AMBER C. WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

FAFSAAPPLICATION DUE

MARCH12-20
SPRING BREAK
MARCH24
STUDENT ELECTIONS

WEATHER
Today---Rain to snow/wind
High:48
Low:20

Wednesday···Partly cloudy
High:41
Low:27
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Starbucks closed Monday at about 1:40 p.m. due to the lack of running water, according to Special
Police Officer L. Herman. The coffee s hop Is usually open Monday - Friday from 5:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society has been
alive and thriving on Howard's campus
since 1953, yet George Mason University
was recently rejected for a chapter on its
campus.
According to The Washjngton Post,
the society argued that GMU disrupted
"academic freedom" by canceling an existing speaking offer with Michael Moore,
director of the controversial documentary
"Fahrenheit 9/11."
Phi Beta Kappa is tlle oldest and largest honor society in the United States. Five
students founded it on Dec. 5, 1778 at the
College of William & Mary in Williamsburg,
Va. It has now grown to 270 chapters
throughout American universities.
Alaine LeRoy Locke helped establish
the Gamma chapter here at Howard in an
attempt to promote academic excellence in
liberal arts and sciences. Howard is one of
the first historically Black institutions to
have a chapter on its can1pus.
George Mason officials believed that
the rejection was on illegitimate grounds.
According to The Washington Post, "Phi
Beta Kappa decided not to visit the university and rejected a request by about
40 Phi Beta Kappa faculty members to
reconsider."
GMU officials feel that the society did
not fairly conclude on the cancellation
issue because it never interviewed any students or faculty members on the subject
matter.
Phi Beta Kappa representatives
expressed that the incident "renewed con-

Residence
Life
Cleans Up
Dorms

""..,,_ho"·ard.t<lu

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society is
the oldest and largest of its kind the
United States and refused to open a
chapter at George Mason University.

cerns about governance problems" already
present at the university. They believe that
the withdrawal was a result of Virginia
lawmakers' pressure and demands. GMU
disagrees and states that it was due to
Moore's $35,000 fee to be paid from the
University's state fund.
Natalie Noth, a double-majored marketing and business management student
at GMU, said, "We have academic activities, but it would always be good to have
that particular one. I would definitely be

interested in it if it was on campus."
Like most students on GMU's campus,
they were unaware of the issue. The students regret the lack of information being
publicized and wish they had more influence on the decision made.
Howard University students definitely embrace the honor society. Each year,
junior and seniors are offered the chance
to join Phi Beta Kappa. Freshman business major Erinn Jackson said, "I like the
prestige of such an elite society on our
can1pus and it is very unfortunate that
GMU students won't have the opportunity
to experience the same."
"A lot of people are unaware of Phi
Beta Kappa because it is only offered to a
selected few upperclassmen, but overall,
the organization is very positive and beneficial," said Tristin Hurley, a sophomore
biology major. She, like most, believes that
GMU students are hindered without such
an opportunity.
Schools seeking chapters are strictly
confidential. Therefore, George Mason's
reattempt at applying is currently
unknown.
George Mason remains insistent on its
reasoning for Moore's cancellation. GMU
Professor Marion Deshmukh strenuously
opposed the idea that the university withdrew the speech engagement due to external influences.
Deshmukh
explained
to
The
Washington Post, "If they would come and
talk to us and walked around campus and
not just closed the debate.. .I think they
would have found mostly the reaction was
this guy is charging a lot of money that
would be better spent elsewhere."

away from home for the first
time, Lynette Banks said she
knew she would face many
obstacles in her college career:
busy class schedules, conflicting classmates' personalities,
and sleep depravation. But, she
said she was not prepared for a
messy roommate.
"Because I'm a very neat
perso.n, when I go into my room,
it's just chaos," said Banks, a
business 1nanagement major
and a Truth Hall resident. "[Your
room] is supposed to be your
haven, but [mine is] just chaos."
Banks and other students
have taken the problem of
messy roommates to the top
of the Howard administration,
causing Charles Gibbs, Dean of
Residence Life, to order dom1wide sweeps. All con1munity
directors have been instructed
to inspect their halls for unclean
rooms.
"We have received numerous complaints from roommates
and suitemates, and so I initiated the Clean Sweeps," said
Gibbs. ''The way a person keeps
their roon1 affects their roommates and their suitemates, and
anyone else who has to share
that living area."
Residents
maintaining
"unsatisfactory and uninhabitable" rooms have been given
notices to clean their rooms
within 48 hours. If students do
not comply with the warning,
then they are subject to eviction
from on-campus housing.
Despite
rumors,
Larry
Frelow, propert) manager of the
Howard Plaza Towers, snid no
one has been evicted from the
Towers. He also said all residents
who have been given notices
have not been re-inspected lo
'
make sure they are now in compliance.
"There are some outstanding
notices," he said. "Since there
are some hundreds of units,
there is no way to get to them all
in one day."
Banks said the notices arc
not useful, because her roommate was given one and the
room remains in disarray.
Banks and her roommate's
room was re-inspected Monday
and she was given until midnight
Tuesday to clean her room, since
the 48-hour period had passed.
Some students believe the
Clean Sweeps are a result of the
recent media coverage of roaches and mice in the dormitories.
"The reason was definitely
that we were having problems
with the rats," said DeAndrea
J ackson, a Bethune Annex resident and freshn1an political science major. "And they were trying to blan1e it on us."
Gibbs said the Clean Sweeps
and mice allegations, at most,
are indirectly related.
"It has nothing to do directly
with rumors of mice or roaches,"
Gibbs said. "If you are living in
those conditions with clothes
everywhere, dirty dishes, and
food out, then it is inevitable
that some [roaches and mice]
come to visit you. Everything
goes band-in-hand."
However, J ackson said the
university should have precautions that prevent mice from
entering dormitories, no matter
the conditions. Both Jackson
and Banks have found the Clean
Sweeps to be useless.
All halls are also required to
See DORM, !\Jews A3
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A Conversation with the Candidates: COAS
BY COURTNEY MAYE

BY COU RTNEY MAYE

Contributing Writer

Contributing Writer

Odiri Dafe, candidate for
the position of executive president of the College of Arts and
Sciences (COAS), is a very busy
man. His campus involvement
includes the Mississippi Club,
Howard University Gospel
Choir, Eta Sigma Phi National
Classics Honor Society and the
Laureate Scholarship program.
The slight bags beneath his
eyes and his cold-ridden voice
confirm that the political process is draining. While campaigning, maintaining his studies and extracurricular activities, Dafe said that tackling all
of his responsibilities den1and
constant focus. However, he
said his passion for student government outweighs the physical
and mental strain of the campaign.
"I have lukewarm feelings
about student government thus
far," Dafe said.
This is the main reason
Dafe wants to step in and step
up the prominence of government leaders.
Having previously served
as freshman class president of
COAS and community outreach
director for COAS student council, his experience has molded
his motivation to transform the
school into a better place for

She has a s1niling face with
an eagerness to tell how she
plans to take the College of
Arts and Sciences (COAS) to
new heights and she said she
is ready to take the position of
executive president of COAS.
Her name is Myla Jones.
"I don't think I've ever been
so prepared for anything in my
life," Jones said.
Jones used an example to
describe the difference between
her and her opponents. Jones
said that each of the groups has
keys to their respective doors.
However, only one group
knows what is behind the door
and will not be surprised by
obstacles when the door is
opened again.
"That's
the difference
between the two slates: We
have opened the door. We
know what it takes."
Jones, who served as the
freshman class board treasurer and currently serves as the
executive treasurer for the Arts
and Sciences Student Council
(ASSC) is running under the
platform, "The Calling." Jones
and her running mate, Brittney
Madison, started the road to
this year's campaign early.
"As soon as we figured out

Photo court!.':\) or campai,Rn

Odiri Dafe is running for executive president of the College
of Arts and Sciences under the platform of Epiphany.

Howard students.
"I have seen positive things
in student government, but I
think it's time for a change,"
Dafe said.
Under
the
platform
"Epiphany," Dafe hopes to
achieve many goals, including
the restructuring of adviser/
advisee relations; implementing
a job fair that is catered to the
liberal arts student and eliminating swimming as a requirement in COAS in exchange for
courses that he believes will give
students more useful skills.
"I feel that there are more

pressing and current issues that
should be addressed by African
Americans," Dafe said.
Dafe has proposed that
in exchange for swimming as
a requirement, the school will
implement a financial strategy
or a money-managing course.
\.Vith a heavy agenda and
high hopes, Odiri Dafe does not
want his legacy to be that of a
promise maker and breaker but
instead, of a doer.
"I want people to remember
me as down to earth, accessible,
and a real hard worker," Dafe
said.

that we wanted to
run, which was last'
year, we started
mapping
things
out."
On her map,
she has plotted
such
programs
as the "Free Your
Mind"
monthly
arts festival, "Food
For Thought," and
a program she said
is her platform's
most prized program: Preparing
College Students
For
Success
(PCSS).
This
maJor
addition to the
College of Arts and
Sciences
would
serve as a career
service
program
for the large number of student in
J,,010 <:ourtesy or can•palgn
various majors.
'
During
her Myla Jones is running for executive
time in COAS office president of the College of Arts and
so far, she has seen Sciences under the platform The Calling.
what works and
what doesn't work.
for 'Creating a Legacy of
Jones' drive is making a differ- Leadership,
Integrity and
ence for the greater good of the Growth,' " Jones said. "I want
College of Arts and Sciences, people to remember that when
the school that she has a great they came to me for help that I
love for.
tried to make a change," Jones
" 'The Calling' stands said.

'To Vote or Not to Vote?
That Is the Question!'
BY KIRISTIN REID
Asst. Copy Chief

On Wednesday, Howard
University and the Washington
Post will host "To Vote or Not to
Vote? That Is the Question!" a
political literacy forum and expo.
The political literacy forum is
scheduled to start at 5 p.m. and
will take place in the Armour J.
Blackburn Digital Auditorium.
The Washington Post's
Kevin Merida, associate editor,
and Michael Fletcher, White
House correspondent, will moderate the program.
Scheduled
panelists
include Adrian Fenty, Ward
4 Councilmember, D.C. City
Council members; Brandon
Neal, National Youth and
College director of NAACP;
Adam Hunter, chair, Howard
University College Republicans;
Brent McMillan, political director of the Green Party; Page
Gardner, project co-director of
Women's Voices, Women Vote;
and Irene B. Schwoeffermann,
director, Student of Color
Campus Diversity Project United
States Student Association
Foundation (USSAF).
The forum discussion will

address the political behavior cation as something that is needof the 18-25-year-old demo- ed everyday, and not only during
graphic and the results of a presidential elections.
survey conducted by students
Irene B. Schwoeffermann,
in the CapComm course in the director of the Student of Color
John H. Johnson School of Campus Diversity Project USSAF
Communications in November said, "It seems we've focused our
2004. The survey targeted this efforts towards the election seaage group and was administered sons, voter registration and the
after the election to 400 Howard like, but have not always been
University students.
interested or invested in tranKevin Merida, a White House sitioning that vote power into
beat reporter at the \Vashington political participation on camPost,
said he believes this pus."
exchange is an excellent opporAfter the forum, an orgatunity for students.
nizational expo will take place
"I think this is a chance for in Blackburn's reading room
students to meet son1e really ter- at 6:30 p.m. Expo participants
rific people," Merida said. "This include Fair Vote - Center for
is also a great opportunity to let Voting and Democracy, League
people who are already deeply of Women Voters, Republican
entrenched in the political pro- National Committee, Democratic
cess know what's going on in National Committee, Black
young people's minds."
Youth Vote, New Voter's Project,
Green
Party
Political the Green Party, Rock The Vote,
Director,
Brent
McMillian Women's Voices, Women Vote,
strongly encouraged students to 18 to 35 and the Congressional
come out to the event because he Black Caucus.
sees it as a rare opportunity. "It's
Students
are
strongly
not often you get the opportunity encouraged to attend as volunto have Democrats, Republicans teer, internship and job opporand Greens in the same room," tunities will be offered, as well
he said.
as, free food and door prizes.
The forum will also allow
students to recognize voter edu-

Jordan Colbrrt· A<»I. Photo F.dilor

Student government hopefuls were o n the Yard Monday touting their platforms and handing
out campaign memorabilia.

Candidates Gain Support at Rally
BY MICHELLE NEALY
Contributing Writer

Monday afternoon, the
potential presidential and
vice presidential candidates
campaigning for the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA), alongside of those

running for Undergraduate
Trustee, convened on the yard
to discuss their platforms with
the student body.
At the start of the event,
each candidate stood on the
steps of the flagpole and delivered a five-minute speech, selling themselves to the student

body. This was follow~d by a
brief question and answer session.
Tahman Bradley, HUSA
presidential candidate, was the
first candidate to speak. Bradley
explained how he planned to
See RALLY, News A3

Election Upcomine Events
Tuesday. March 8. 2005
College of Arts and Sciences

Debate: Executive Board
Candidates
7:00 p.m.
Location: Locke Hall, Smart
Room
"To be yourself at all times and to be true to
yourself. There can be pressure to conform
to be other people and to compare your
happiness to theirs. You should compare
who you are to yourself and not other
people."
Christina West, nursing

"Always arrive at least an hour early to any
type of event especially if it involves tickets.
I've also learned never to expect to do well on
a test if the only studying you've done is the
cramming on the night before."

"Time management is very important."
William Hyde, marketing

"I have learned to make copies of
everything because things (usually the most
important ones) tend to get lost."
Craig Williams, legal communications

''Patience and perseverance. In dealing
with administration, you have to be patient
because they don't always do things in a
timely manner."
Ka milah T higpen, business
"I learned how to be on top of my

work which will prepare me for future
endeavors."

School of Business

Speak Out: Executive Board
Candidates
7:00 p.m.
Location: School of Business,
Room 200

College of Pharmacy, Nursing
& Allied Health Sciences

Speak Out: All Candidates
7:00 p.m.
Location: Allied Health
Building, Room 124
\}'cdnesday. ~larch 9. 2005
Law School Forum

Location: Law School, Moot
Court Room
12:00 p.m.
Car ver-Slowe Deb ate

School ofEducation

Location: Carver Hall, Reading
Lounge
7:00 p.m.

Speak Out: All Candidates
7:00 pm
Location: School of Education,
Room 134

*Co-Sponsored by the African
Students Association and
the Caribbean Students
Association.

School of Communications

Thursday. March 10. 2005
School of Divinity Meet &
Greet

Jonathan Smith, Spanish

"Time management is very important."
William Hyde, marketing

Theresa Johnson, psychology

"I've learned that college is about self-motivation and
a school is only as good as you make it."
Darius Lyles, film major

"Don't expect to be best friends with your best friend
whom you came to college with because people change
and forget you."

"Grades don't really mean
as much as connections and
networking. You can have the
best grades upon graduation,
but if you don't network while
you're here, it doesn't really
mean anything."

"To be a smarter, better and
stronger in a majority world."
Antonio Leite, architecture

Location: School of Divinity,
Student Lounge
6:00 p.m.
Cook Hall l\'leet & Greet

"I've learned independence and how to
survive without my mom and dad."
J anee J ames, broadcast j our nalism

Patrick Johnson, engineering
Michele Austin, speech pathology audiology

Candidate Forum (School of
Communications Orientation
Class)
8:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Location: Downing Engineering
Building, Auditorium

Compiled by Brittany Leaphart

College of Engineering,
Architecture & Computer
Sciences

Location: Cook Hall. Reading
Lounge
8:30 p.m.

Speak Out: All Candidates
7:00 p.m.
Location: Downing Engineering
Library (Room 2019)

* Co-Sponsored by the
Gentlemen of Drew Social
C lub

I
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Students
Tidy up
Their
Dorms

Student Government
Hopefuls Deliver Speeches
RALLY, from Campus A2

reorganize student government so that it worked for
students.
Byron Stewart, presidential candidate, opened
his speech by warning crowd
that he was "coming off the
top" of his head. He informed
the crowd that his platform,
Innovation, was composed of
four tiers: student involvement, community outreach,
and university progress and
student participation.
"We have plans to work
hand in hand with the government of Washington, D.C. to
make sure that our comn1unity's needs are met," Stewart
said. "We will work hand in
hand with the ANC (Advisory
Neighborhood Commission).
We are trying to progress
our university. We are trying
make sure that our issues are
being communicated to student government so we can be
that mechanism for change."
Following the presidential and vice presidential
candidates, the three women
running to become Howard

University's next undergraduate trustee squared off.
Brooke Hyman began
by describing her platforn1,
which is organized around the
theme of excellence.
"As students, we must
demand excellence from
eve1yone and everything that
we encounter," Hyman said.
"We need excellence in student leadership, excellent academics and excellence in the
service provided to our students."
Next, Precious Kofie
explained that her platforn1,
Legacy Movement, consists
of three specific components:
unity, continuity and awareness.
In her speech she spoke
of using all of her resources
to ensure that she is aware
of student specific issues and
school specific issues. She also
plans to establish a student
trustee partnership.
"Through this partnership
past, present and future trustees will have the opportunity
to sit down and discuss recurring problems of the past and

brainstorm about the different things we can do in the
future," Kofie said.
The last candidate to
speak was Asso Aidoo. The
theme of her platform Open.
c01n focused on open communication.
"Open.com is designed
to build the relational gap
between the board of trustees,
our student body and HUSA,"
Aidoo said. She stated that
the student body has a right
to know what decisions the
trustees are making concerning everything from tuition to
new buildings.
While many students are
still deciding which candidate
they will cast their votes for,
some are not really impressed
by any of the candidates showcased Monday.
"Each year the same
people say the same things,"
senior marketing major Adam
Guthrie said. While he did
state that the current administration is effective, he is
doubtful about future administrations.

Greyhound And Peter Pan
Help You And AFriend Unleash
This Spring Break.

DORM, from Campus A 1
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have a clean-up day for all residents, he said.
"I have instructed all Community
Directors to host a hall clean-up
[day]," Gibbs said.
Community Directors will provide any cleaning products that are
necessary for residenLc; to clean their
rooms.
The Bethune Annex residents
completed both their Clean Sweep
and Clean-Up Day in Febn1ary. C
"The students appreciated the
availability of the supplies to them,
instead of them having to run out and
get the supplies themselves,"Annex
Community Director LaValla \.Vilson
said.
Gibbs said Residence Life is
responsible for the rooms and their
"customers.''
"It is our responsibility to make
sure residents follow the regulations
to keep their rooms clean, and to provide them with the services to do so,··
Gibbs said.

The BISON Policy Board is
currently seeking applicants for the
2005-2006:
Yearbook Editor-in-Chief
Applications are available
immediately in the Office of
Student Activities, Blackburn
Center Suite 117.
Applications are due by March 11,
2005 by 5:00 pm.

Visit Greyhoundpromos.com for 50o/o off
Companion Fares and free ways to unleash this Spring Break.

P.alar

1_ _ __

Offer subject to change without notice. Restrictionsapply.May not be combined with any other offer. C 2005 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

If you have any question please
contact the Office of Student
Activities at (202) 806-7000.
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District Controls Growing
Graffiti Trend in Area
B Y STACY A. ANDERSON
Contrfbut ng IM er

\.Vhen w lk1 g down G rg
A\enu tud tJ c 1l plast red
on traffic signs t 1 h n , bu
stop benches and along the ides
of buildings. This epidemic is
a well-known inner city trend
known a graffiti.
"It's a terrible bhtheand huge
problem throughout the city,"
s:ud D C 's Clean City ln1tt.1tive
Coordinator Mernt Dn1cker In
1999 the'
tnct Jaun h d the
Anlt G ,1fi 11 In ti:it1
re to
the qua
, d Ju of th om
mumtv at the ur 'mg of Mnyor
Anthonv \V1lham .
The m1t1at1vc m conJunct1on with the Departrn nt of
Pubhc \\ orks (Dl'\V)
h.1
removed nurncrou ta • from
public and pn-.all propert) m
the pa t f; \\ ) cars l'hc program
allm\ the ty to obtain graffiti
bl.is1 n
pm nt do 1m nt
lion w 1 \ 1 ( ri l to 1 111 publ1<·
prop<.•rt) and Pstubl1sh uh contra< t wtth privnte < ompnnies lo
n•movc g1nff1ti
"<;ruffiti r<•111ov;il 1s n pn1 l of
urh,in hygh•ne," Dnu ke1 sa1<l.
< lean < ity I.LC, whid1 is
con1r.1ctcd hv I >l'\V, 1·.in attest
to the prev.ill'nc of graffiti 111
D.<' 11cighhorhoods.
"Ihcare.i with the mo t graffiti arc mo tlv m the North\\cst
qundrnnt, 1long Columbia Road,
Ro k Cre<'k 1',1rk, 16th Street,
GC' r •rn Avenue, hndgcs under
the' \\'h1tl.' H 1 c Free\\ a\ .md the
Frn 1 Scott K Bnd , aid
Con Im Ch ataham, pre 1dcnt
of C £>an C1tv I.LC. Cheataham
nnd .1 friend cst.ihlished tlw business ),1st No\cmber in 1esponsc
to tlw g10\\i11g trend of graffiti.
1 Ill' h\o 111nin terh11iqlll'S
for 1 rmo\ i11g g1 ,1f11ti :tll' using
chc111i<'.1ls with a g1.1ffiti·hlasting m.whi1w m \11 p;iint ov<·r it.
'\\\• don'\ want to disturb
lhl' <x1sling sl111C't11n', hut som<'

lordu ( olbm

'-~

Graffiti designs, like this can be found In many locations in
the District; some are more elab orate than others.

graffiti is layered. \\'e might
remove one tag, and there are
nine more under it. We have to
be crcathc about how to get it
off, Cheataham said
Most tags can be removed in
a day, hut it all depends on size.
Chl'atham recalled his worst case
of g1 ,1ffiti rC'moval on the Calvert
St rPet Bridge, which took three
da\s. The projeC't required his
staff to climb down a so-foot
slope and work on layered tags
that \\Cre se\'eral years old.
"About 60 percent is hiphop, 'express yourself type graffiti, while the rest is gang related," Cheataham said. when he
described the different types of
raffiti located throughout the
<1ty Cheataham said that placmg posters and stickers on the
property of others is also considcn•cl another form of graffiti and
dt>famation.
Some students at Howard
find graffiti to be an artistic
l'Xpfl'SSlOn.
"Graffiti can definitely be
a reputable art form, but a lot
of things that have grown from
I

I

•

hip hop have been abused," said
Kamaria Moir, a junior anthropology major. "Others don't sec
graffiti as SU('h a big issue in the
District compared to othf'r gratfill ridden cities like New York
and Philadelphia.
"I haven't really noticed any
here. I haven't even seen any
that were memorable like the
Big Pun mural," said Kandiis
Mccorvey, a sophomore political science major. McCorvey
said the main purpose of graffiti
is to have personal significance.
Drucker recommended community involvement to improve
surrounding conditions.
MI strongly suggest residents
to step up to the plate and take
responsibility," Dn1cker said.
"They didn't cause the problem,
but it's their responsibility to
obliterate it."

All citizens can report any
graffiti seen throughout the
District on public or private
property to 202 727-1000.

Residents Push for Wal-Mart
B Y TIFANY WILLIAMS
Con"1bU-.ing Wnter

Johnathan Yao, a local
D.C. resident and a cashier at
Fuddruckers in ChinatO\\n,
stood in the drugstore aisle at
CVS glaring dO\\n at the Cre:-,1
toothpaste box, rolled his eyes
back up to the marked price
on the shelf and let out a harsh
sigh.
'Three dollars and sixty
seven cents is a lot of money
for a box of toothpaste, but
I'm not going to offend people
either \\.'ith funk")' breath just
because I hate the price," Yao
said.
"I had heard talk about
D.C. government tl)ing to
Residents and students alike want a Wal-Mart to help save
bring a \Val-~1art into the
money on everyday thi ngs.
community, and I think that
would be great. \Ve defiantly students face \\ith weekJ) and ployment rate of 9 percent.
\\'al-~tart has been praised
need one here .. .it would save monthly finances. Tl")ing to
spend as little money as pos- for pro,iding more jobs than
me a lot of money," Yao said.
1.-tost area residents and sible while at the same time any other national or global
students on Howard's cam- tl")ing to get your money's conglomerate, but it has also
pus agree that the city needs worth. To succeed at bargain been known to pay its employWal-l'v1art in the neighborhood shopping at the local CYS or ees minimum wage. whiC'h is
to help them sa' e money on Rite Aid dn1gstore is -1 difficult $6.70.
That is <>nough for the
evervday things like tooth- thing to do for any student who
is trying to stay ..vith in their average college student to surpaste.
"A Wal-Mart in the com- budget. Even though they are vive on, but not enough for a
munity would definitely give both in convenient locations, person who is tiying to pa}
rent and living expenses.
it a boost by helping to lower they also are expensive.
Cardinal I. H ughes, a
Stephany Welch, a junior
prices and provide employment to students," said Victor advertising student, said a paralegal debt collector and
Robertson, a junior psychology Wal-Mart in the Distrist would local resident, said, "Wal-Mai1.
be perfect for students like her would provide employment for
major.
For the past year and half, who do not drive and rely on people who need a job really
D.C. government has been the bus or the metro as their bad right now ... and no matter how little it pays that's bettrying to bring a Wal-Mart main transportation.
"It would help me out a ter than nothing."
into D.C., but they have had
But, those jobs won't come
no luck. The city of endless lot if I dido 't have to travel so
reconstruction has had prob- far like to Target just to get iuto the community until a
lems finding a land site large the supplies I needed." Welch \Val-~1art can find a spot to
move into that's large enough.
enough to house a \'\'al-Mart. said.
Tbough a \Val-1.-fart would
Until then, students and
According to the Washington
Post, Wal-Mart was close to help the Washington commu- local residents who want to get
signing a deal for a store in the nity in many ways by providing their money's worth \.\fill have
Brentwood neighborhood back employment to students and to catch a ride from a fnend a
in August but the site was too local area residents, would the make it out to Wal-Mart's nearsmall so the idea was aban- earned wages be enough for est location in Waldorf, Md. or
near Largo Town Center outsurvival?
doned.
Some local residents don't side the city on the Blue line.
A Wal-Mart in D.C. for
HU students would provide a seem to think so.
Currently, the city is sufsolution to that ongoing battle
fering from its highest unem-

t:

J-.ool<1ng ~or
Former Girl Scouts

WERE YOU A GIRL SCOUT AS
A SENIOR IN HIGH SCHOOL?
IF SO, A SPECIAL
RECOGNITION IS PLANNED
FOR YOU ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16,
2005
TO CELEBRATE
93 YEARS OF GIRL SCOUTING
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
PLEASE EMAIL ME BY
MARCH 11, 2005
EMAIL: VHORTON@HOWARD.
EDU
,

MARCH 8, 2005

Teach in Japan!
AEON Corp. is recruiting
individuals to teach English in
one of our 300+ schools located
throughout Japan.
Recruiting in D.C.
April 3, 2005
Spring 2005 Grads earning a BA/BS

• Competitive Salary
• Housing Assistance
•Furnished Apartment
Please send resume and 1 pg.
essay titled "Why I Want to Live
and Work in Japan)! by 3/25/05
AEON
230 Park Ave., #1000
New York, NY 10169
Or E-mail your application
materials to:
aeonnyc@aeonet.com
*Word or PDF only
www.aeonet.com

--
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WGeneral RegistrationW
Fall 2005
Monday, March 21 - Friday, April 1
.

•

CHEDULE
DAY

DATE

Monday

March

Senior

March

Junior

March

Sophomore/
Unclassified
Freshman/
Unclassified
2nd Year Law/3rd

CLASSIFICATION*

?1

Tuesday
??

Wednesday
?1

Thursday

March
24

YP::ir

Friday

March

Graduate/1st Year
Law

March

All Students

? ,c:;

Saturday

T .~w

,,

?6

Sunday

March

All Students

?.7

Monday

March

All Students

March

All Students

March

All Students

March

All Students

April 1

All Students

?8

Tuesday
?q

Wednesday
.10

Thursday
11

Friday

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to HU BISON Web.

+

Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval
of proposed course selections before using BISON Web.

+

Alternate PINs are required for most students. Please check BISON Web.

+

Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus compute

center.

+

First deferred payment for Fall 2005 is due August 1st.

·,
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Join the Air Force and receive a $30,000 bonus. As a dentist in the United States Air Force, you·u spend your
days focused on practicing dentistry instead of spending them dealing with the paperwork that often consumes
private practices. You'll enjoy a life free of endless hours of insurance company claim forms and staffing issues.

2

OPENS IN THEATRES
THURSDAY, MARCH 24th!

In addition to the signing bonus. you"ll get 30 days of vacation with pay and the opportunity to travel to locations
around the globe where you can explore specialties in the world of dentistry. To request more information,
call 1-800-588-5260 or visit AIRFORCE COM/HEALTHCARE.

The Washington Pas and Howard Universi y
P rese nt

T o V ote or Not to Vote, That is the Question
A Political L iteracy Foru1"11 and Expo
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Houston, TX
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Our Eyes Were Watching Halle
Many of us were glued to
the television Sunday night to
watch the long awaited "Their
Eyes \\'ere \\ atching Goe\" tcll'vision prernier.
We saw the commercials and
anticipated seeing AcademyAward winner Halle
Berry
embodying
the role of Janie
from Hurston's 1937
classic. Oprah has
also been involved
with films such as
"Beloved," and "The
Color Purple," so our
expectations
were
high for this one. Berry played
Janie Crawford, a woman living
in Florida in the '20s who was
on a constant search for love
and fulfillment. The cast, which
included Michael Ealy and
Terrence Howard, did a great

job of embodying the characters
in the book.
We
appreciate
Oprah
\Vinfre) for making a point to
shed light onto Black novels
and having them broadcasted
on the widely viewed ABC net-

Our View:

the box office. Thanks to Oprah
Winfrey, Hurston's classic has
been revived.
\Ve applaud \Vinfrey for
being bold enough, not only to
take on such a challenge, but
do it just short of perfection.
She could have easily assimilated to her
mainstream success
and not make any
effort to push AfricanAmerican works of
art.
\Ve admire her for
directing attention to
history of women of
color as the matriarchs in their
family. The respect she's gained
from people of all walks makes
it easy for her to introduce our
culture to the world. e value her
and we look forward to more
films in the future.

We enjoyed Oprah's rendition ofZora Neale
Hurston 's classic.
work. Winfrey's endorsement
of African-American literary
works gives old classics more
exposure and attention. With
her clout, she can attract a talented cast to star in a movie
that would have never reached

Letter from President Swygert
Dear Editor:
Please alJow me to express
my appreciation for the kind
sentiments expressed in your
paper regarding two gifts that
I have made to Howard, as welJ
as my overalJ efforts to placf'
the institution on a sound finan·
cial footing as embodied in the
Campaign for Howard, launched
in March 2002.
I have made contributions
totaling slightly more than $2

million, $2 million of which is
the result of benefits derived
from my position as a member of the board of directors of
two private corporations. The
$2 million of benefits arc structured in such a way that I could
designate any charitable organization of my choosing,
Howard was nly choice
because I am an alumnus and I
am privileged to serve as president of Howard and because
Howard stands for Leadership
for America and the Global

Community. Full implementation of Strategic Framework for
Action I &II will further ensure
our success.
Finally, I am not the third
highest paid university president in the nation though I am
welJ compensated both in salary
and in satisfaction as a member
of this community.
I thank you again for your
kind words.

Dr. English, the university's
Provost and Chief Academic
Officer, has served Howard
University for 20 years. He was
dean and professor in the School

Our View:

during his deanship.
Additionally, three social
work centers were established:
the E. Franklin Frazier Center
for Social Work Research, the
- Baker's Dozen Family
and
Community
Resource
and
Research Center and
the Multidisciplinary
~rontology Center.
It is clear that
though Dr. English
may not be a household name like the
Howard's late son, Ossie Davis
or Elijah Cummings, chair of
the Congressional Black Caucus,
he is truly a shining example
of Howard University excellence
and leadership.

Dr. English's Charter Day
Convocation address was
not a disappointment.
of Social Work. Under his leadership, the school and the university made great strides in the
areas of research and extramural
fundraising. The School of Social
Work rose to national rankings
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Not So Invisible Charter Day
This' past weekend the
Howard University comn1unity
united to celebrate the i38th
anniversary of the founding of
the institution many of us call
home.
In last Friday's
editorial, we voiced
concerns that Charter
Day activities were
poorly
advertised
and Dr Richard A.
English, the scheduled speaker had
some big shoes to fill.
However, based on the audience numbers and the reaction
from the student body, it is clear
the Dr. English was an appropriate choice for the honored position.
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Fall Fashion Trends Manifest Early
BY BRIANNA COOK
Contributing Writer

The weather is nice. The
yard is packed. It seems that as
the weather warms up, the last
thing on most people's minds
is the fall - except for fashion
gurus.
In an annual tradition, top
designers have already begun to
showcase their collections for the
upcoming fall fashion season.
Taking place in London, Milan,
New York and Paris, some of
the most talented and famous
designers have already launched
expensive, ready-to-wear lines
Fashion Week is always a
spectacular event within the
world of fashion where the
fashion elite meet celebrities,
journalists, stylists and various
industry tastemakers. As citizens of the world anticipate the
spring season, gloomy and more
realistic collections are making
their debut on the runways.
Taking a turn from an international dream-infused spring
season, the fall paints a dark picture of reality. Vivid earth tones
and deep browns are hit colors,
while unconventional romance
sets the tone for overall style.
D&G's collection featured a classic glam-rock theme, as Gucci

focused on a nco-Victorian
stvle.
· Tangila Sanders, a junior
fashion merchandising major,
believes that Howard students
will indeed follow tie trc ·1ds as
usual. "Howard students will
return after the summer break
with a fresh new wardrobe lo
finish off the sizzling season,
and the diehard trendsetlers will
begin to debut the fall season's
latest fashions."
Perhaps more so than most,
the fashion industry is an industr\' that revolves around a calcnd~r. Everyth.ng fron1 deciding
the colors to the btest cut is
based on what time of year i,
is. But the fashion world always
attempts to remain ahead of the
pack when it comes to predicting
the upcoming looks for future
seasons.
Textile mills and textile
designers work years in advance
to determine and prepare for
seasons, while clothing designers
and stylists t ke the basic trends
from the tex-tile con1panies and
begin to mold what consumers
eventually buy into.
Preparation for what consumers see and wear is a delicate
and carefully planned process.
Once the collections hit the runway, celebrities begin to influ-

ence the public by wearing and
creating the season's upcoming
trends.
"Ever since I've been here,
Howard students have never
reallv followed the runway
trends... they basicall} wear what
they see on TV," sophomore
graphic design major Lauren
Jackson said. "If they followed
what was on the runway, girls
wouldn't still be wearing UGG
boots."
· Others, like freshman fashion merchandising student Toni
Horne, believe that Howard students arc known for their originalit) and finesse.
"Students will do their own
thing, because people like to set
their own trends," Horne said.
"There will only be a little influence from the outside media."
The pros and cons of debuting fashion lines months in
ad\•ance can get a bit sticky
depending on who you ask. An
obvious advantage to this early
practice is that the fashion world
is giving shoppers a sneak pre
view of what will be in stores in
a few months time. For diehard
fashion fans who actually view
the collections online or at the
shows, they remain ahead of the
rest. Some tend to save money
for the latest and most expen-

sive ready-to-wear pieces, while
others invest in lower priced
substitutions.
Disadvantages to debuting designer collections early
include the fact that it gives
individuals time to knock-off or
copy designer originals. Cheap
imitations are created as soon
as collections arrive, which takes
away from the allure of wearing
a designer item. Not everyone
can tell the difference between
the real and the fake.
Regardless of the disadvantages, the fall 2005 fashions are
already here and Howard students are starting to take notice.
"The trends will most definitely make it to Howard,"
Phallon Melms, a junior fashion
merchandising major said. "The
blazers are slowly making their
way out and gold will remain a
steady color. A new green is on
the horizon."
It is up to the Howard student who flows with the fashion
crowd whether or not they will
follow the dark trends for fall.
Or will originality continue to
shine on campus? Look around
campus in September to see
what happens.

Contributing Writer

Warm sunny weather,
sand between your toes, crystal clear water and beautiful
people for miles. Those looking for this kind of heavenly
spring break, but are un"illing to pay island prices should
consider the City of Angels.
Better known as Los
Angeles, this city is not only
known for its nine-time NBA
champion Lakers, but also
for its beautiful beaches and
exciting nightlife.
Supplying
everything
from surfing and sun bathing
to basketball and legal graffiti, Los Angeles is home to

Hot Spot Fact
Sheet
Location: Los Angeles
Distance from HU: 2,658
miles

By Car : 40 hours 20 mins.
(1napqucst.com)
By Plane: 5.5 hours.

Average March Temp:
Low 70s, medium level of
precipitation (weather.con1)

Places to Visit: Hollywood
Walk of Fame, Venice Beach,
Long Beach {Aquarium of
the Pa•ific). DO\\ntown LA.,
l 1nivcrsal City. The Sea Side
Glide

over five magnificent beaches
including Venice and Santa
Monica.
"I can't wait to get to the
beach. That's all I can think
about with all this snow
around me. I chose L.A. for
that reason alone. It's always
so pretty, people seem to think
that you have to go to a different country to find beautiful
beaches,.. Lauren \\'ashington,
a sophomore public relations
major, said.
But if the sand and ocean
doesn't exactly tickle your
fancy, there are plenty of other
spots and attractions to keep tions, according to Michael
you busy with throughout the O'Bannon, a travel consult;ity. If shopping is your forte, tant for Travel-N-Tours travel
than L.A. is the place. There agencv.
arc nunwrous malls and shop"Once you know where
ping centers, and located in you want to go, finding a good
downtown Los Angeles is the deal can make or break a trip,.,
garn1cn t cl istrict.
O'Bannon said.
Reminiscent of New
To top it off, L.A.'s nightYork's garment district, L.A.'s life is unlike any other, with
garment district is where various clubs and trendy
designer clothes and other lounges to appeal to all the
designer items can be found senses. Whether you enjoy
at heavily discounted prices.
salsa, go-go, techno or hip''I've lived in Ne"• \' ,)rk all hop, they've got it.
my life, and haven '''er l1ccn to
"f used to visit up that
California so I'm really excit- way during the summer, there
ed, especially to shop. They're are so many clubs to choose
just as big on fashion as we from. Wo matter where you
are," said junior engineering go your going to have fun,"
major .Jennifer Milton.
freshman undecided major
Still not completely con- Brandon Neal said.
vinced? There are also n1any
Places such as Ice
attractions located through- Holl}'\cvood and Deep arc
out the city and neighboring an1ong the favorites of the 21
areas for all ages to enjoy. The and older crowd, offering disHollywood Walk or Fame and counted nightly drink specials
Sunset Strip are two of the and VIP rooms to enhance
more popular tourist attrac- your party e>rperience.

Contributing Writer

The then1e for many fashionable students here at Howard University is individuality. Walking across the Yard on any
day, one might find a design on a student
that they have never seen before.
With one glance around a class or dorm
room, a very individual creation by sophomore architecture major Anton Gladden
might be noticed. As an entrepreneur and
Howard student, Gladden creates individual pieces of clothing for hin1self and the
public, which range from T-shirts to Cl' tom-made blazers.
··creativity is the key to nrnking a mark
on the fashion community," Gladden said,
regarding his clothing.
In high school, Gladden and two
friends, J amel Hobbs and Tony Bracciale,
were searching for a way to bring creativity

to their wardrobes. With a void in the fashion industry for the style they were looking for, •he t 1uee friends decided to create
their O\\ll s~ le and eventually launched a
clothing hne <:<'\lied NYSTOAA1. After selling shirts around school and surrounding
towns, NYSTORM made the lucrative move
to patent.
NYSTORM, short for Now Your Style
Touches Other Receptive Minds, is a clothing line. that has now circulated through
much of the east coast.
With one. third of the team studying at
Hampton University . Hobbs has been selling his clothing to his fcllo" students much
like Gladd. n sells to his Howard peers.
Gladden said that it was a long road to
be in the respected position NYSTORM is
in today.
"Many of our first pieces were rejected
in the beginning; many considered us a
joke because of our young and sometimes

\\.r.blaa:ton Pfl't

The most talented and famous designers In the world have
already launched expensive, ready-to-wear lines. such as this
Donna Karan piece, for the fall fashion season.

BY BRITTANY LEAPHART
Contributing Writer

""" .tlkk1blk.tonl

With hotel fares starling
at $75 a night at the Four
Points Sheraton and $99 for
the \Vilshire Grand hotel, taking this cross-country trip is
more feasible than most students probably realize. Airfare
isn't so bad either. Southwest.
com is offering discounted
tickets of $125 each way from
D.C. to L.A.
Junior psychology major
Keyshia Norris knows first
hand about advance purchasing. "~1y friend lives in LA.,
so J visit quite often, .. Norris
said. "This time my ticket was
almost $80 cheaper because I
bought it weeks in advance. It
pays to plan ahead."
The entire cost of a trip to
Los Angeles for a week with
all the sun and fun you would
get from an island vacation is
nearly a third of the price. So
get ready to trade in your winter gear for some S\\.imwear
and enjO) some California
Love.

Student's Clothing Line Takes HU By Stornt
BY AMY WILLIAMS

aknlin~

Faux Fashion
Frequently Found
On Campus

•
•

BY MORGAN NEVILLESMOORE

\latla \

naive appearance and lack of experience in
the business and fashion world," Gladden
said.
Finally receiving respect and the
opportunity to showcase itself, NYSfOAA1
placed many designs in the store Harlem
Underground, in Harlem, NY.
NYSTORM's clothing ranges in price
from $20 to $30 for women's shirts, and
$35 and up for men's designs. Many students at Howard, like Martina Holley, a
sophomore business marketing major, said
they consider themselves satisfied customers.
Holle) said she supports NYSTORi'1
completely, and that all of the money she
spent on her clothing was well spent.
"I love the designs because they are full
of individuality and quality," Ilolley said.
"They make custom things that fit your
personality, attitude and originality."

Howard Universityiskno\vn
as one of the most fashionable
universities in the nation. On
the Yard, you can find students
sporting the latest styles in
designer labels, from Sean John
to Louis \'uitton - the labels
keep students looking fresh to
death. But is it real?
Knockoffs have been on
the fashion scene for years. As
everyone knows, wherever there
is a market, there is a black
market and the world of fashion
is no different.
With recent award shows
such as the Grammys, the
Golden Glohes, the Academy
Awards and the Emmys, many
designers arc cager to mimic
the style of red carpet A-listers.
Many knockoff designers
watch the awards shows to see
what the stars are wearing. They
study the various dresses and
begin the production of cheaper
versions immediately.
Tht> knockoffs ar•' then sent
to stores where willing shoppers
buy them; this process takes no
longer than a week. Dresses that
A-listers have purchased for
thousands of dollars are sold to
the average consumer for a few
hundred dollars.
These imitation dresses give
women the opportunity to feel
fabulous and look like Halle,
Angelina or Gw\'neth for the
night at a fraction of the pi ice.
"I think it's best ~or designers to make knockoffs because
not everyone can afford the
$5000 gown,"' said graduate
film major, Trystin Francis.

The knockoff industry is
thriving because there are some
people who find nothing wrong
with supporting the black market.
"I don't have any knockoffs. but I wouldn't be opposed
to bu)ing son1cthing that had
the label but wasn't real," said
freshman, print journalism
major J acqueline Cook.
Imitation Louis Vuitton
handbags a re one of the most
popular handbags sold o n the
black market. Thev bear a striking resemblance lo the real deal
and can easil\' fo ol the 1nost
critiC"1I eye.
According to The News &
Observer, a real Louis Vuitton
handbag has a pale leather handle, chocolate brown logo. soft
suede lining anu stra ight stitch ing. Thl' bag is heavy because it
is real k lther and conies with n
soft beige bag for storage.
A Louis Vuitton handbag
that is not real will either have
more or less of the classic fou r
LV svmhol.;, yellow stitching
th• t is n1orc gold th.in bright
yell0w, a pale faux-leather handle and no soft suede lining.
Junior broadcast journalism major, Toynett Hall doesn't
find anything wrong with someone wearing knockoffs.
"Knockoff labels have been
around forever and I think people will continue to buy the111,"
Hall said. "Not everyone an
afford nan1c brands, but they
still want to look fly. Howe' er,
vou don't have to wear brand
~ames to look, nice, clean and
neat.·•

Knockoff designers watch the awards shows to see what the
stars are wearing. They study the various dresses and begin
the production of cheaper versions Immediately.
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Hicks, Bench Lead Howard to The Madnes~ Has Begun
Easy Win Over Delaware State
BY ED HILL
Special to The Hilltop

Washingto n,
D.C.,
March 5-Senior guard Daisha
Hicks scored a game-high of 12
points and the bench dominated
as Howard University rolled to
an easy 54-34 win over Delaware
State UniversityinaMid-Eastcrn
Athletic Conference women's
game at Burr Gymnasium.
The Lady Bison (16-11 overall, 11-7 in the MF.AC) jumped
out to an early 12-1 lead and
never looked back in securing
the fourth seed in next week's

tournament in Richmond, Va.
"This victory means a lot to
us," Howard coach Cath\ Parson
said. "It gives us confidence.
They arc one of the top teams in
the conference and a win over
then1 going into the tournament
is a big plus."
Howard used its bench
effectively, rotating 10 players
who averaged between 11 and·
29 nlinutes to wear down the
Lady Hornets (16-11 overall, 126 in the l\.IEAC), outscoring their
counterparts, 23-9 and controlling the boards, '38-22.
"The press team (the five

\II

Pro l'lw<oer•ph~

In her last home game as a Lady Bison point guard Daisha
Hicks scored a game high 12 points with three assists.

players that come off the bench)
is taking a lot of pride in their
defensive intensity," Parson
added. 'It has been the difference in these games down the
stretch."
Playing in her last game as a
player at Howard, Hicks added
three assists to her totals while
Andrea Jones (Newport Prep/
Olney, Md.), a senior center,
contributed to the inside game
by grabbing 14 rebounds to go
along with six points.
'Winning on senior day
meant a lot to us, but it was
more important to set the tone
going into the tournament and
I think we accomplished that,Hicks explained.
Delaware State, which will
be the third seed in the tournament, was never able to get in
sync, connecting on only 30 percent (13 of 43) and missing all
six of its three-point attempts.
"We had no focus," said
DSU Head Coach Ed Davis, who
saw his team drop only its second loss in the past 11 games.
"Howard wanted lo beat us and
we didn't respond lo their intensity."
The Lady Hornets got 12
points from Najmah Fauntleroy
and nine from Terrelle Waller
(Riverdale
Baptist/Capitol
Heights, Md.).GAME N OTES:
Ebony Lacey and Shari Johnson
are two of the major reasons
the Lady Bison are playing so
well ... Lacey had six points and
four rebounds in 18 minutes
and Johnson contributed eight
point!> and two steals in 18 1ninutes.

Buckeyes Have Successful
Season Despite Sanction
BY COURTNEY EILAND

-

Louisiana State's Temeka Johnson puts ice on her head after s uffering a minor concussion during the second half at the NCAA Women's
West Regional.
,

TCU's Niki Newton (24) celebtrates with her teamates after upsetting DePaul Saturday
at Halton Arena In Charlotte, N.C. during the semifinals of the Conference USA
Women's Basketball tournament. TCU defeated DePaul 87-77.

New Beginning for NHL
Pret>s, Bettman said, ..\Ve
haven't decided exactly what
options we would or would not
pursue in the event we don't
have a deal. The option we're
pursuing most fervently ... is to
make a deal with the union."
The \V<\11 Street Journal
reported that due to the rapid
increase of NI IL player salaries.
nearly two-third<> of the NHL's
30 franchises \\Crc in debt
last season. Since 1995. NHL
player salaries have reportedly
increased by almost 240 percent. The league reported that
the) lost approximately $300
million last season for these
reasons and others.
In an attempt to gain some
of this revenue back, some
rnetnbers of the NHL bo'lrd of
governors were considering a
$3.5 billion offer proposed Mar.
1, b) Bain Capital Partners LLC
and Game Plan LLC, an investn1ent and sports ad\isory firm.
In the deal, the firm would
have purchased all the teams in
the league with their individual
consent and hence relieved the

BY ASHLEY ROSS

Asst. Sporls Editor

With perhaps the biggest
upset of the year, the Ohio State
Buckeyes handed the previously undefeated Illinois Fighting
Ulini their first loss of the season Sunday afternoon.
In front of a packed crowd
at th£ Schottcnstein Center in
Columbus, Ohio. the Buckeyes
(19-11) defeated the Fighting
Illini (29-1) in an exhilarating
65-64 game.
The Buckeyes were led by
junior forward Malt Sylvester,
who collected 25 points off of 817 field goal attempts and went
2-5 behind the three-point line.
Sylvester's key three-pointer
came with 5.1 seconds left in the
game which led the Buckeyes to
victory.
"We were in the huddle
and coach told us 'We're not
going halfway. We're going for
the win,' " Sylvester told ESPN.
com.
"As we left the huddle,
Sylvester said, 'I'll take the shot.·
And he did," said Ohio State
Coach Thad f\Iatta
The Fighting Illini were
attempting to become the first
Big Ten team in 29 years to have
an undefeated season, but their
dreams were put to rest as they
watched the sea of scarlet and
gray pour onto the court after
the final buzzer.
"Everyone says a loss will
help. We'll find out," Illinois
coach Bruce Weber told ESPN.
com. "We'll learn front it and
move on. This nc:-..1 stretch is the
most important of the year and
that's what people are going lo
remember."
This has been the second
straight season where Coach
Matta has pulled an upset over
an undefeated team. Last season
while Matta was coach of Xavier,
he led his team to an upset over
Saint Joseph's who was previ·
ously undefeated beforr facing
the Musketeers.
"I'd like to be the other team
just one time," Matta told ESPN.
com. "I'm living for the day I'm
the No. 1 team and son1eone else
is t rying to do it to us."
Despite tremendous success

John Grt ""\P Photo

Sporls Editor

After nvo weeks of silence,
NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman agreed to meet ,.,.;th
the NHL Players Association
later this week. \Vith the turmoil of their abandoned season
still haunting them, both sides
are hoping this n1eeting will
spa:·k new negotiations for the
NHL's return ne:-..1 season.
In an interview with the
Associated Press last week
Bettman stated, "I believe it's
in everybody's interest to make
a deal as soon as possible."
Now almost six months
after the NHL's collective bar·
gaining agreement expired on
Sept. 15, 2004, Bettman alonv
with union executive director
Bob Goodenow, are both willing to ex-plore all their options.
To also ensure the outcome of
ne:-..1 season will be different,
Bettman has also not ruled out
the possibility of using replacement players.
According to the Associated

league of its ensuing debt. The
NHL's chief legal officer Bill
Daly told the Boston Globe and
~tail, "'Vhen someone's offering over $3 billion, we felt we
had an obligation to the board
to have them, at least, hear it
fron1 the proposed purchaser."
\\Tith the draft approaching
in June, both sides have considered various compromises.
The union sa.id they v;oul<l con·
sider a salary cap on thr con
dition that the league remove
the link between revenues and
player costs.
This lockout is a 1nirror
image of another that happened almost a decade ago.
However, in the last lockout the owners only locked the
players out for a little O\Cr 100
days and were still able to salvage what was left of that season.
Despite rumors of personal
issues between Bettman and
Goodenow, an eventual deal is
expected to be made no later
than ~1ay.

Bison Sport Shorts
Lady Bison Baske tball - The 2005 MEAC Tournament began yesterday in Richmond,
Va. The tournament will conclude on Saturday and \vill feature Coppin State University as
the top seed with a MEAC record of 15-3. llan1pton University (14-4) and Delaware State
University ( 12-6) round out the top three seeds.

••••• ••••••• • •••• ••• • •• ••••• •• • • •• •••• • •• •• ••• • •• •
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J unior forward Matt Syl'Jester led the Ohio State Buckeyes
with 25 points and scored the game-winning three-pointerwhile handing the number one ranked Illinois Fighting Illini
their first loss of the season Sunday afternoon.

this season, the Buckeyes are would be lighter than the one
banned from postseason play handed down by the NCAA for
after a self-imposed sanction violating rules committed by
from its administration, which former Head Coach Jim O'Brien
included athletic director Andy who reportedly paid $6,ooo to
Geiger and university president one-time recruit Aleksander
Karen Holbrook.
Radejovic in 1998.
The Buckeyes will be allowed
Regardless of the circumto play in the Big Ten tourna- stances, the Buckeyes are now
ment, where they are currently preparing to face Penn State,
the sixth seed, but will not be who has lost 11 straight games,
able to compete in the NCAA or Thursday afternoon in the first
NIT tournan1ents.
round of the Big Ten tournaThe administration was ment.
hoping that their own sanction

Bis on Football Ronald Bartell Jr., the fonner Howard cornerback who is entering the NFL
Draft this year, sizzled at the 2005 NFL Co1nbine ripping incredible times of 4.37 and 4.40
seconds in the 40m dash late last \\eek.
Bartell, who is considered a size and speed prospect, may go as high as the late second
or early third round in this year's draft. Although scouts are \Vary that he has played
only Division 1-AA football, his physical ability has pushed his stock 'vell into a strong
comerback class. He set the tone early as the first defensive back to run.
MEAC rival and Hampton \Vide receiver, Jerome Mathis, also had a good run at the
combine with his fi rst run clocking at 4 .3 1 seconds.
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Lady Bison Lacrosse - The Howard University Lady Bison will take on Siena College tomorrow
(Wednesday) at GreE:ne Stadium in the team's second match of the 2005 season. Battling through
inclement weather, the Lady Bison have had lo deal with two cancellations, but played Davidson
College in a postponed game last week. They lost that match 12-7. The game begins at 4 p .m.
Compiled By Zachary Kensworthy
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All HILLTOPICS
Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies with a rate
of $10 for first 20 'vords
and $2 for every 5 'vords
thereafter.

Announcements

Room for Re:it
•$400/month
•One Block from
Campus
•Washer/Dryer
•Housemates are
Howard students
CALL Mr. D at
(202) 526-3563 and
leave a message

,uxury
Apartment
for Rent
15 I S Street.NW
(near Slowe Ilall)
8 unit bldg
F.t\NTASTIC
RENOVATION
ge. l bedroorn. 2nd floor.
near 111etro, CAC'. 10'
ceili11g, internet & cable
read). on-site laundry.

$1250
202-362-2642
lie. agent

·------

Writer, Bill Egan
signs "Florence Mills: Harlem
ALL
Jazz Queen" signs
DELIBERATE
March 8, 2005, 5:00 - 6:00 pm
SPEED

Congratulations to the

....._......w.........

winner.s of
rrhc 2nd Annual ·'Put Yo'

Hood Up!!!" State Club
Talent Show

Join us author Bill Egu s.b.uu bis bistorial "'"'''~·~,:.,;
of tbt life of pu great A~ Mills.

First Place: ea.Jifornia
Club
Second Place: Georgia
Club

Poet Thom~ Sayers Ellis

Third Place: Louisiana

reads "The Maverick Room"
March 16, 2005, 4:30 - 6:00 pm

eJuh

Join u.s poet and natiTe Wa.mingtonian,
Thoma,, Sayers Ellis read,, poetry from. his
debut norel, "1llt Mivuid Room".

See you aIJ next year at
Put. Yo' Hood Up~!! J[I

NC.NW and Vi;:ion
Perfor111ance Terun
Present
'( n ·n
l p.
1 ifip f OJ f)
II
Super-Fantastic
Award
California Club
"Put Yo' Hood Uplll'
State Club Talent
Show Champs

Vvorkshop
Date: Thursclav
March .2 Ith.
Ti111e:711.111.
l oc tio1 ·B 1
Ballro 1

rrn

"Join us as wme of the
industry's ncwr,;t author's
share their work with the
Howard Uni\'er:.ity Community."

1he intfuJfries neweststars have arrived!

Price: $:3
@eo~gia

~e/il:

GIUJb Meetiqg
W,ed, Marr. g

B rp.m.
~er;e:

BlaeRblilrifil Ctr

F'il[I. J4·8

INDEPENDENT

~UTHOR'S

SERIES
~1

Eleeti0fjls /~to &
T;..SfJ/fit P.ie'k~l!Jp

~

\RCH 17, 2005 4: ~O 6:30 l~M.

Professor Charles J. Ogletree
Signs
"All Deliberate Speed"
March 9, 2005, 2:00 pm

•••·!'bi. cvtnt will be held at
the School of Busi.oe", for
more information
call 202 . 806 . 4363.

Toby Thompkins signs
"The Real Lives of Strong
Black Women"
March 24, 2005, 5:30 7:00 pm
In this wmn and JC.ositive self - help guide

for African American women, Thompkins
cxplore11 the myth of the "strong black. woman".

